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Philosophies 
Before I began martial arts, a punch was just a punch, a kick was just a 
kick, and a choke was just a choke.  As I progressed I saw that a punch 
was not just a punch, a kick was not just a kick, a choke was not just a 
choke.  And now, finally I see that a punch is just a punch, a kick is just a 
kick and a choke is just a choke. 
 
Samurai were well educated in philosophy, music, calligraphy, poetry, 
sciences, and other academic areas.  Our aim is to also produce well 
rounded martial artists who follow moral codes of conduct as well as 
seeking to attain growth.  Therefore, a student’s progress will be 
determined by their martial skills as well as their wisdom and control.  The 
ability to significantly alter the course of others’ lives or to take life, comes 
with great responsibility.   
 
 

 Who we teach 
 Age 5 and above with exceptions for cause 
 Males and females 
 Anyone from any style that wants to learn 

 

 Cooperative learning 
 Everyone has something to teach 
 Everyone has something to learn 
 No “secretive” techniques, although everyone may not be at a skill level where the 

technique is appropriate to teach or learn 
 Respect 

 For self 
 For others 
 Don’t “hit the mats!”  Maintain your composure regardless 
 Know you history 

 

 Pile on the Fu 
 Attack at angles 
 Move your opponent like moving a boat in the water 
 Simultaneous attack and defend 
 We play hard 
 3 sounds like 2, 2 sounds like 1, make your hits 

sound like 1 
 It’s a dojo not a gym 
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 We are not an MMA school.  Even though we train 
some MMA sport fighters, we are a combat martial 
arts dojo.  So some techniques have street combat 
application but not in a sport environment 

 Leave your ego at the door 
 Ichigjo Samadhi—one act concentration—complete 

focus on the task at hand. 
 

Dojo Etiquette 
Dojo rules and etiquette are designed for safety and to 
pay respect to the members of the school, the art, and 
other arts.  They should be observed when attending 
other schools as well. 
 The Dojo is a training hall, home, and place of 

reverence. 
 Bow when entering the dojo. 
 Bow when getting on or off of the mats. 
 Bow when leaving the dojo.  You should back out 

instead of walking out facing the outside. 
 We are a gi school, this means that you are 

expected to wear a gi, top and bottom, in class 
unless explicitly stated otherwise during some 
point in class.  Your gi is a part of your training 
equipment, a part of your uniform, and a part of 
your martial art heritage and tradition.  

 You must have your own gi to be eligible for 
promotions.    

 Only Shodan (black belt) students may wear black 
gi unless the person wearing the gi is from another 
school and is a visiting guest or is deciding if they 
are going to join our school.   

 While you  should enjoy yourself, be mindful that 
the skills techniques and arts taught are designed 
to incapacitate, injure and kill.  Be aware of who is 
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around you, what you are doing, and have the 
appropriate level of seriousness. 

 During formal events such as belt tests, do not turn 
your back to Sensei, judges, or panels. 

 Always stop to greet and bow to visiting blackbelts, 
instructors, Soke and masters. 

 Police your empty bottles, trash and packages. 
 If you see the mats need swept, then sweep them. 
 When learning a new technique or drilling an 

already known technique, the higher ranked 
student should do the technique first. 

Equipment 
The following things are items that you should purchase once you have 
decided that you want to continue in this class: 
 

 Jujitsu/Judo Gi—A Gi is the uniform worn in some Japanese arts.  
The gi that you need  for this class should be a heavy judo/Jujitsu gi.  
You need a heavy one so that it does not rip when doing drills and 
throws.  We wear blue judo gi.  A good gi will run from $40 to $550 
for the gi top (kimono) and the pants.  For what we do, the $40-$100 
ones work just fine.  

 Mouthpiece—there are many types of mouthpieces that range in 
price from $1 to $600.  Most people get one from a store like Wal-
Mart or a sporting goods store.  They are typically the “boil and bite” 
type.  Specially fitted ones are available but not necessary.  You will 
have to replace your mouthpiece periodically. 

 Sticks—Escrima sticks are typically rattan sticks used for stick 
fighting.  They are about the length from your arm pit to your wrist. 
Fighting sticks are typically hard wood, polymer, wax wood, or fire 
hardened rattan.  All types of sticks can be bought on line or at many 
flea markets.  They range from $5 to $50 dollars each.  You should 
try to purchase a pair of them.  When picking them out, check for 
large flaws and defects such as large cracks.  Also, if you purchase a 
pair, check that the two sticks are relatively the same in terms of 
weight. 

 
 
Gi Sizes:  A Gi is not sized in standard American sizes, so these charts may 
help you pick what size Gi pants, jacket, and belt you need.   

SIZE CHART FOR PANTS 
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 Age Size  *Length  Inseam **Exp Waist  Height  Weight 
 3  000  26"  16"  13" 3'5" - 3'8"  35 lbs

 4  00  28"  18"  14"  3'9" - 4'  50 lbs

 5 - 6  0  30"  20"  15.5"  4'1" - 4'4"  60 lbs

 7 - 8  1  32"  22.5"  17"  4'5" - 4'8"  80 lbs

 9 - 10  2  35"  25"  18"  4'9 - 5"  110 lbs

 11 - 12  3  38"  28"  19"  5'1" - 5'4"  135 lbs

   4  40"  30"  20"  5'5' - 5'8"  160 lbs

   5  42"  32"  22"  5'9" - 6'  190 lbs

   6  44"  34"  23"  6'1" - 6'4"  220 lbs

   7  46"  36"  25"  6'5" - 6'8"  240 lbs

   8  48"  37"  26"  6'5" - 6'8"  260 lbs

   9  50"  37"  28"  6'5" - 6'8"  300 lbs

   10  52"  38"  30"  6'5" - 6'8"  350 lbs

   11  54"  40"  32"     
   12  56"  42"  34"     

*This length measurement indicates the length from the top of the waist to the 
bottom of the pant leg. 

**This expanded waist measurement indicates the flat width of the elastic waist 
stretched to its limit. So if you double this measurement, it would indicate the 

largest waist size that could be accommodated by that pant size. 

  SIZE CHART FOR TRADITIONAL TOPS 

 Age Size  Wing Span  Length  Chest Height   Weight 
 3  000  39"  19"  15.5"  3'5" - 3'8"  35 lbs 
 4  00  45"  21"  16.5"  3'9" - 4'  50 lbs 

 5 - 6  0  46"  23"  18"  4'1" - 4'4"  60 lbs 
 7 - 8  1  49"  25"  20"  4'5" - 4'8"  80 lbs 
 9 - 10  2  52"  27"  21"  4'9" - 5'  110 lbs 
 11 - 12  3  55"  29"  23"  5'1" - 5'4"  135 lbs 
   4  59"  31"  24"  5'5" - 5'8"  160 lbs 
   5  63"  33"  25"  5'9" - 6'  190 lbs 
   6  65"  35"  26"  6'1" - 6'4"  220 lbs 
   7  68"  37"  27"  6'5" - 6'8"  240 lbs 
   8  71"  39"  28"  6'5" - 6'8"  260 lbs 
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   9  74"  42"  30"  6'5" - 6'8"  300 lbs 
   10  77"  44"  31.5"  6'5" - 6'8"  350 lbs 
   11  81"  47"  33"     
   12  85"  49"  34.5"     

 

 

 

SIZE CHART FOR BELTS 

  Size     Inches    cm  
  000        75     191  
   00        77     196  
    0         81     206  
    1         85     216  
    2         89     226  
    3         96     244  
    4        104     265  
    5        112     285  
    6        120     305  
    7        128     325  
    8        136     345  
    9        144     365  
   10        152     386  
   11        159     404  
   12        167     424  
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Belt System 

 
Our belt system is a 5-belt system with 5 stripes at each belt except for 
Brown, which receives 3 stripes.  Belt tests will be held at various points 
during the year.  However, the sensei can rank, test, or promote a student 
at times other than just during belt tests.  Remember that attitude is as 
important as skill in terms of ranking.  This is especially true as students 
reach upper ranks.  New students may be initially ranked at any level 
deemed appropriate by the Sensei and other instructors based on their 
previous skill knowledge, and experience with eastern and western martial 
arts.  Most belt promotions are temporary meaning that they are awarded 
on a trial bases to ensure that the recipient continues to behave in an 
appropriate and humble manner.  Many of the requirements are the same in 
the kids class (under age 13) and in the Teen/Adult class (13 and over).  
However the level of proficiency in the Teen/Adult class is higher.  
Techniques that are only for adults will be followed by “(Adult).” 
 
In general, these are the expectations at each stage of training: 
 

 White Belt 
 Entry level 
 Basic Falling techniques 
 Basic Attacks 
 Basic Defense 
 Basic Weapons 
 Understands principal of push/pull  
 Basic awareness of 5 fighting positions (kids need to know 3 

positions side mount, full mount, scarf hold) 
 

 Green Belt 
 Midlevel Falling techniques 
 Midlevel Attacks 
 Midlevel Defense 
 Midlevel Weapons  
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 Blue Belt 

 Advance Falling techniques 
 Advanced Attacks 
 Advanced Defense 
 Advance Weapons 
 

 Brown Belt 
 Thinking one or more moves ahead 
 Bating techniques frequently used 
 Smooth transition between ranges 
 Coordinate 2 weapons during fighting (adult) 
 Understanding of how principles interconnect and go together 
 

 Black Belt 
 Smooth transition between techniques 
 Smooth transition between offense and defense 
 Can teach others how principles interconnect and go together 

(adult) 
 
 

Fighting Styles Incorporated 

 
Our fighting style (jitsu) is a blend of several martial arts.  Because styles 
may have opposing philosophies and views on techniques, tactics, and 
objectives we utilize some styles more that others and some philosophies 
more readily than others.  The blend of arts in our fighting system includes: 
 
Ju-jitsu—the gentle art or literally meaning the "art of softness," or "art of  

yielding," or “the art of suppleness.”  Ju-Jitsu is a Japanese art, 
which focuses on, throws, chokes, strangles, strikes to vital and 
vulnerable areas, and joint locks and manipulations.  Samurai of 
Feudal Japan developed ju-jitsu as a battlefield art.  Because 
strikes were ineffective against armor-clad enemies, the initial art 
focused on doing damage via throws, joint breaks, chokes, and 
strangulations.  As Japan changed and there were fewer armor-
clad battles, the art evolved incorporating strikes to vital areas 
such as pressure points and vulnerable points such as groin and 
eyes.  

  
Judo—the gentle way or the way of softness.  Judo was derived in 1882 by 

Dr. Jigoro Kano who took traditional Ju-Jitsu techniques and 
straining out the ones that he believed were too dangerous to 
practice with partners, or were ineffective.  Although the 
techniques that remained are extremely effective and potentially 
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fatal, the focus shifted away form martial (war) applications to 
cultivation of knowledge wisdom, Education and fitness, and 
awareness of the “proper” way to live.   

 
Aikijitsu—the harmonious or unifying art, was originally called Daitō-

ryū Jujitsu.  This art was founded by Takeda Sokaku who was 
alleged to have studied dead bodies from combat to develop joint 
locks and vital point strikes. 

 
Aikido—is often translated as "the Way of unifying (with) life energy" or as 

"the Way of harmonious spirit."  Morihei Ueshiba founded the art 
in 1942 after having studied and taught Aikijitsu for several 
decades.  As with Judo, the shift went away from martial 
applications to more spiritual and self- actualizing, and personal 
growth. 

 
Hsing-I Chuan Kung Fu—translates as Form/Mind  or Form/Intent Boxing.  

It is an internal Chinese martial art that bridges the gap between 
soft (internal) styles and hard (external) styles.  It typically uses 
very aggressive, seemingly linear attacks to overwhelm the 
opponent.  One of the main principals in Hsing-I is the notion of 
simultaneous attack and defense. 

 
Black Panther Kung Fu—is an external Chinese martial art focused  on 

sharp angular attacks, elbows, and strikes to vital organs and 
areas such as the throat.  It utilizes torque generated by the hips 
and push pull motions to maximize the damage. 

 
Wing Chung Kung Fu—is an external Chinese martial art.  It is mainly 

focused on close range fighting using a barrage of punches, and 
trapping hand techniques to overwhelm opponents.  Offense is 
used as defense with this art meaning most deflections and 
blocks are attacks as well.  Rapid and fluent attacks are 
specialized and target the center line of the opponent.  Once an 
opponent begins to step backwards or block and defend, the 
practitioner “piles on the Fu,” meaning attempts to overwhelm the 
opponent with a barrage of attacks.  The philosophy of Wing 
Chung is, “ you may block one strike, maybe two, maybe ever 
three, but not 30 and once one gets through there will be no 
mercy until the opponent is down.”  

 
Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Gung Fu—translated, as “Bruce Lee’s Way of 

intercepting fists,” is the art developed by Bruce Lee.  Because he 
did not want people to get stuck on techniques as opposed to 
understanding the principles, he opted to drop his name from it, 
changing it to just Jeet Kune Do 
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Escrima—is a Philippine martial art often involving the use of knives, 

sticks, and swords, machetes, hands, and elbows.  It is 
characterized by a smooth, rapid, and fluid movement of the 
weapon and the artist.  Unlike many martial arts,  Escrima starts 
its practitioners using  bladed weapons and stick from the 
beginning.     

 
Karate—is a Japanese martial art brought initially to Okinawa by Buddhist 

monks from china.  It was initially called “China hand,” but, as 
Okinawa became occupied by Japan, and weapons were 
confiscated by the Japanese, its name was changed to “Open 
Hand,” to reflect its use of open handed techniques and the use 
of farming implements such as Bo (Staff), Nunchuck (rice flails), 
Sai (rice planter or pitch fork depending on the source), Kama 
(sickle), and Tonfa (rice or grain grinder)  Karate typically 
incorporates hard blocks, forceful strikes and forceful kicks.  It 
often incorporates a philosophy that any one strike should be 
capable of disabling or killing an opponent, one strike, one kill.  

 
 

 
Severity Level of Techniques 

 
 Teaching—these techniques make no or very light contact.  They are 

most often used to teach or demonstrate techniques.  This is 
especially used when teaching potentially harmful techniques or 
strikes to vulnerable targets such as the eyes or the groin.  

 Sting—these techniques do no permanent damage. They are often 
used during class or sometimes in sport tournament situations. 

 Stun-Daze—these techniques hurt, disorient or frustrate opponents.  
There is the potential for knocking out an individual with these 
techniques but they are most often used in order to set up other 
techniques. 

 High Pain—these techniques, while not typically doing permanent 
damage, do inflict high levels of pain.  When these techniques are 
released the pain often stops. 

 Immobilize/Subdue—these techniques may include high levels of 
pain but the pain is a byproduct as opposed to the main method of 
control.  These techniques tend to rely on joint locks.  
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 Crippling /Incapacitating—these techniques are designed to destroy 
joints or cause irreversible but not lethal damage.  Torn ligaments 
muscles, or broken bones are primary targets with these techniques 

 Unconsciousness—these techniques are typically chokes (reducing 
air flow usually via the wind pipe or restricting breathing) or 
strangulations (reducing blood flow to the brain).  While most of the 
time these techniques can be reversed, they run the risk of being 
fatal, especially if improperly applied, or continued beyond 
unconsciousness.   

 Lethal—these techniques are designed to kill an opponent, usually 
swiftly.  Neck and back breaks windpipe crushes, strikes to less 
dense parts of the skull such as the sides or back, and cuts to vital 
organs are often methods associated with these techniques. 

 

 

Settings, Intents, & Situations 

 

 Self Defense good intentions—the intent to leave all individuals in 
the encounter unharmed.  Arts such as Aikido tend to have this as 
their intent.   

 Self Defense bad intentions—the intent here is to protect ones self 
by doing harm to the assailant.   

 Single attacker scenario 

 Multiple attackers 

 Detain/arrest 

 Demonstration 

 Practice, teaching or learning environment 

 Sport 

 Tournament (point or continuous) sparring 
 Tournament Grappling 
  Sport Jujitsu 
 Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) (Adult) 

 

 Conditions 

 Street 
 Dojo 
 Gi 
 No Gi 
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Weapons 
 Body 

 Upper Body 

o Head 
o Elbow 
o Shoulder 
o Back 

 Mid Body 

o Hip 
o Hands 

 Lower Body 

o Knee 
o Foot 

 
 Non-Body 

 Stick 
 Knife (adult) 

o Ice pick  
o Single edged 
o Double edged 
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Ranges and Positions 

 Standing 

 Weapon range 
 Long range 
 Mid range 
 Close (trapping) range  
 Grappling range 

 
 Guard 

 Closed guard 
 Open guard 
 Half guard 
 Butterfly guard (Adult) 
 Spider guard (Adult) 
 Rubber guard/variant (Adult) 

 
 Pinning Techniques (Osae Waza)  

 YOKO SHIHO GATAME (Side Mount/Cross body)  
 KESA GATAME (Scarf hold) 
 KATA GATAME (Shoulder hold or scarf hold with finishing 

strangle)  
 KAMI SHIHO GATAME (North/South) (Adult) 
 Inverted Scarf (Adult)  
 TATE SHIHO GATAME (Full mount  or 4-corner hold) 
 Back mount  
 S-mount (Adult) 
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Attacks 
 Simple Angle Attack (SAA)(green)—the most direct form of attack.  

Can include feign but not necessary; most difficult because it relies 
totally on timing and speed.  Very difficult to master because it relies 
on timing, but once mastered can be very beneficial because it 
means one can score from anywhere. 

 Hand-Immobilization Attack (HIA)(blue)—an attack involving trapping 
opponent’s head, hair, hand, or leg.  The trap creates a safe, 
undefended area to attack.  It can be used in conjunction with any of 
other 4 types of attacks. 

 Progressive Indirect Attack (PIA)(brown)—progressive meaning 
moving forward.  Attack uses feigns or uncommitted attacks in-
order-to close the distance between you and the opponent.  The 
feign is used to simultaneously create an opening in opponents 
defenses and close the distance between and the opponent.  The 
feign must be realistic enough to force the opponent to defend 
against it. (Adult) 

 Attack by Combination (ABC)(blue)—is a series of strikes or kicks 
that flow well together and are designed to bring down the 
opponents defenses to allow a final shot to do major damage.  Jab, 
hook, cross is an example of ABC, as is leg kick side kick.  

 Attack by Drawing (ABD)(brown)—is an attack or counter attack in 
which you intentionally bait your opponent by leaving a line open 
enticing them to engage, and then counter attack based on them 
perusing the lure.  (Adult) 

Footwork  
 Forward shuffle (can be straight or angled) 
 Backward shuffle (can be straight or angled) 
 Quick advance (can be straight or angled) 
 Quick retreat (can be straight or angled) 
 Forward burst (lunge) (can be straight or angled) (Adult) 
 Side stepping 
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Non-Body Weapons 

 Sticks and knives 
 Slash attack 
 Thrusting attack 

 Vertical 
 Horizontal 
 Strait Thrust 
 Angled  

 

Body Weapons 
 Hand and elbow techniques (strikes) 

 (Green) 
 Straight lead 
 Corkscrew lead (Adult) 
 Finger fan (Adult) 
 Horizontal backfist 
 Vertical backfist (Adult) 
 Cross 
 Straight Rear Thrust 
 Ridge hand (Adult) 

 
 (Blue) 
 Uppercut 
 Shovel hook (Adult) 
 Hook 
 Vertical elbow (Adult) 
 Horizontal elbow (Adult) 
 Jabbing elbow (Adult) 
 Diagonal elbow (Adult) 

 
 (Brown) 
 Atami (pressure point) (Adult) 
 Seizing, rendering, squeezing or crushing  
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 Foot and knee techniques (kicks) 
 (Green) 
 Roundhouse 
 Side 
 Front snap (Kid Blue belt) 
 Push 
 Stomp (Kid Blue Belt) 

 
 

 (Blue) 
 Hook (Adult) 
 Back  (Kid Brown Belt) 
 Inward arching (kid Brown Belt) 
 Vertical knee (Adult) 
 Horizontal knee (Adult) 

 
 (Brown) 
 Spinning Back kick (Adult) 

 
 

 Throws 
 Hand throws 
 Hip throws 
 Foot throws 
 Sacrifice throws 

 Oxygen disruption 
      Chokes  
      Smothers  
      Constriction  
      Strangles  

 Joint locks 
 Large 

o Neck 
o Knee 
o Elbow 
o Shoulder 

 Medium 
o Ankle 
o Wrist 

 Small 
o Fingers 
o Toes 

 Vital areas 
 Throat 
 Solar plexus 
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 Ribs 
 Edge of rib 
 Knee 
 Shin 
 Ankle 
 Nose 
 Jaw 

 Vulnerable areas 
 Eyes 
 Groin 

 
Defense 

 Gates 
 Upper—shoulders to the top of the head 
 Middle—belt to shoulders 
 Lower—feet to belt 

 Centerline (Vertex) 
 Against body weapons 

 (Green) 
 Block 
 Parry 

 Low 
 Outside high 
 Inside high 
 One hand pass 
 Two hand pass (Kids Blue Belt) 
 Three hand pass (Kids Blue Belt) 

 Straight Lead (hand, finger) 
 Shin/knee kick 

 
 (Blue) 
 Trap 
 Slipping (Adult) 
 Rolling (Adult) 
 Bobbing (Adult) 
 Weaving (Adult) 
 Snap back (Adult) 

 
 (Brown) 
 Stop hit (Adult) 
 Stop kick (Adult) 
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Throws and Takedowns 
All throws have three parts to them, Kuzushi (off balancing) tsukuri (Fitting 
in or entry), and kake (application).  The throws are broken into different 
types depending upon how the kake is applied.  Te Waza (hand throws) are 
ones in which only your hands are in contact with the opponent.  Koshi 
Waza (hip throws) are ones in which your hip is used as a fulcrum for the 
throw.  Ashi Waza (foot throws) are techniques where your foot is used to 
sweep or block the opponent’s movement, especially their feet.  Sutemi 
Waza (sacrifice throws) are ones in which you sacrifice your own balance 
and positioning in order to throw the opponent.  Throws differ from 
takedowns in that throws may be means to ending the contest in-and-of 
themselves because they can be done with force and control, injuring or 
disabling your opponent.  Takedowns are designed to get the opponent to 
the mat so that you can finish the situation with ne-waza (ground fighting)  
 
 
Ukemi (falling techniques)   
More important than throwing techniques are falling techniques.  They are 
designed to allow you to be thrown without sustaining significant injuries 
or damage.  They allow you to dissipate the energy of the throw throughout 
a larger surface or redirect it into a circular energy.  Because of how critical 
these skills are, they must be mastered before someone is allowed to test 
for any rank. 
 
Green Belt 
Forward roll 
Backward roll 
Right sided roll (Kid Blue Belt) 
Left sided roll (Kid Blue Belt) 
Cat fall 
 
Blue Belt 
Dive roll (Kid Brown Belt) 
Right sided break fall (Kid Brown Belt) 
Left sided break fall (Kid Brown Belt) 
Rear break fall 
 
Brown Belt 
Side Stemi (Kid Black Belt) 
Front Stemi (Adult) 
Back Stemi (Adult) 
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Throws 
To be mastered to advance to Green Belt 
Ippon Seoi Nage—one handed shoulder throw—beginner (Kid Brown Belt) 
Drop Seoi Nage—beginner (Adult) 
Tai Otoshi—body drop—beginner  (Kid Brown Belt) 
Sukui Nage—scooping throw (sidewalk slam)—beginner (Kid Brown Belt) 
Obi Otoshi—belt drop—beginner (Adult)  
Morote Gare—two hand reap (double leg)—beginner 
Kibisu Gaeshi—heal trip (ankle pick)—beginner (Adult) 
Ogoshi—major hip throw—beginner 
Koshi Gurama—hip wheel (head and arm)—beginner (Kid Blue Belt) 
Ushiro Goshi—back hip throw—beginner (Adult) 
Osoto Gari—major outside reap—beginner 
Ouchi Gari—major  inside reap—beginner  (Kid Blue Belt)  
 Kosoto Gari—minor outside reap—beginner (Kid Blue Belt) 
Kouchi Gari—minor inside reap—beginner (Kid Blue Belt) 
Tomoe Nage—circle throw—beginner (Kid Brown Belt) 
Ura Nage—back throw—beginner 
 
To be mastered to advance to  Blue Belt (All in this category are Adult) 
Kuchiki Taoshi—dead tree drop (single leg dump)—intermediate 
Moroto Seoi Nage—two handed shoulder throw—intermediate 
Kata Gurama—shoulder wheel (fireman’s carry)—intermediate   
Sumi Gaeshi—reverse corner drop—intermediate 
Uchi Mata—inner-thigh throw--intermediate 
Harai Goshi—sweeping hip throw—intermediate 
Deashi Harai—forward/advancing foot sweep—intermediate 
Kosoto Gake—minor outer hook—intermediate 
Yoko Wakare—side separation—intermediate 
Tani Otoshi—valley drop—intermediate 
Yoko Otoshi—side drop—intermediate 
Soto Makikomi—outer wrap around throw—intermediate  
 
To be mastered to advance to  Brown Belt (All in this category are Adult) 
Te Gurama—hand wheel—advanced 
Yama Arashi—mountain storm—advanced  
 Sode Tsurikomi Goshi—sleeve lifting pulling hip throw—advanced 
Hiza Gurama—knee wheel—advanced 
Osoto Otoshi—major outside drop—advanced 
O Guruma—large wheel—advanced 
Uchi Mata Makikomi—inner thigh wrap around— advanced 
Harai Makikomi—sweeping wrap around— advanced 
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Kuzushi is fundamental  and essential to all (effortless) throws.   

  
It can be applied in any one of eight different directions.  They are oriented 
with the opponent facing you.  “Forward throws” for example throw the 
opponent towards his or her front, rear, to his or her back. 
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Shimi waza 

(Chokes and Strangles) 
 

As stated earlier, a choke is a technique that reduces airflow usually via 
constricting the windpipe, restricting or disrupting breathing, or crushing 
the chest/abdomen.  Strangulations are techniques, which reduce blood 
flow to the brain.  Strangles tend to be safer than chokes applied to the 
windpipe because chokes can collapse the windpipe if applied improperly.  
The chokes and strangles listed below are color coded in the same way 
that the throws were coded. 
 
Gi Chokes and strangles  
These gi chokes can be applied from mount, back mount, standing, or 
guard: 

 Nami Juji Jime (Green) (normal cross lock)—choke where arms are 
crossed on the gi and the thumbs are inside the gi with the palms 
facing towards the opponent. 

 Gyaku Juji Jime (Green) (reverse cross lock)—choke where arms are 
crossed on the gi and the thumbs are outside the gi with the palms 
facing away from the opponent. 

 Kata Juji Jime (Green) (half cross lock)—choke where the arms are 
crossed on the gi and one thumb is inside the gi while the other 
thumb is outside the gi.  One palm faces the opponent, the other 
faces away from the opponent. 

 Sankaku Jime (Green) (leg triangle choke)—one leg is draped over a 
shoulder while the other is draped under the other shoulder one of 
the feet is tucked behind the knee of the other foot.  Note in order to 
do this from a standing position it must be executed as a flying 
triangle. (Kid Blue Belt) 

 Ryote Jime (Blue) (two-hand choke)—each hand grabs deep on the 
same side gi lapel with the knuckles towards the neck and the pinky 
knuckle towards the back.  The knuckles are then rolled forward so 
that they press on the carotid arteries.  Note, a variation of this choke 
places the thumb on the inside of the gi lapel and uses the knuckles 
to press the lapel against the carotid arteries.   

 Sode Gurama (Blue) Jime (sleeve wheel choke)—one arm goes 
behind the neck and grabs the gi sleeve of the other arm.  The other 
arm then snakes in front of the opponent’s neck and grabs the first 
arm’s sleeve gi.  The two arms have encircled the neck and use the 
grips on the sleeves in order to synch the choke tight. (Kid Brown 
Belt) 

 Kata Sankaku Jime (Blue) (hand triangle choke)—one arm goes on 
the same side of the neck and around the back of the neck.  The 
opponent’s opposite arm is pinned between the opponent’s neck and 
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your head.  Your arm that is on the side of your head goes forward 
so that the arm that is behind the neck can grab the bicep of the 
other arm. 

 Kakato Jime (Brown) (heel choke “loco or gogo plata”)—although 
there are several entries into this the crux of the choke involves 
placing the arch of the foot in front of the throat and pressing it into 
the neck back support and pressure may be applied with the other 
foot, the back of the other leg, or by grabbing the foot encircling the 
neck with the foot and arm.  Choke can not be applied standing but 
can be applied from full mount, cross-body or guard.  (Adult) 

 
Gi chokes/strangles from the back mount 

 Kataha Jime (Green) (Single wing lock)—from back mount, one arm 
reaches around the neck and grabs deeply into the opposite side gi 
lapel.  The other arm grabs reaches in front of the same side arm and 
snakes behind the neck (applies a ½ nelson)  (Kid Blue Belt) 

 Okuri Eri Jime (Green) (sliding collar lock or “one long, one short”)—
from back mount, one arm reaches around the neck and grabs 
deeply into the opposite side gi lapel.  The other hand grabs the 
opposite side lapel about mid chest and pulls it strait down while the 
choking hand pulls across the neck at slightly upward angle. 

 Jigoku Jime (Brown) (Hell’s strangle “back crucifix leg and lapel 
choke)—from a back cross back mount with the your bottom arm 
fished around and controlling the opponent’s arm closest to your 
head and the bottom leg fished around and controlling the leg 
closest to your feet.  Your top hand grabs the opposite side gi lapel 
in front of the neck.  Then throw the your top leg over the opponents 
head with the bend of your knee against their neck.  Then pull with 
arm and kick the leg strait. (Adult) 

 
 
Gi chokes/strangles from full mount 

 Tsukkomi Jime (Green) (Thrust choke)—from mount, the right hand 
grabs the right same side gi lapel of the opponent and opens it.  The 
left hand grabs the same side gi lapel, palm down and thumb inside 
and thrusts it into the opposite side of opponents neck pulling the 
lapel across the throat. 

  
Gi chokes/strangles from side control 

 Side control own lapel choke (Blue) (Near)—from Yoko Shiho 
Gatame (side mount) and bonus head control, use your hand closest 
to the opponent’s legs to fish your gi lapel free from your belt.  Feed 
your gi over opponent’s neck to the hand with bonus head control.  
Cinch the Gi around opponents neck. (Adult) 

 Side control opponent’s lapel choke (Brown) (near)—from Yoko 
Shiho Gatame (side mount) and bonus head control, grab 
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opponent’s near side gi lapel, midway between neck and mid-chest, 
with your arm closest to his feet.  Feed the gi lapel to the hand with 
bonus head control.   (Adult) 

 
 
No Gi Chokes and Strangles 
No gi choke from Kata-Gatame (scarf hold) 

 Kata-Gatame  (Blue) (scarf hold arm triangle)—from Kata-Gatame 
(scarf-hold)  force opponent’s near arm across his face and keep it 
pinned with the side of your head.  With the arm that is under 
opponent’s head, grab your own bicep (like a rear naked choke).  
Pinch your elbows in squeezing arms together and using your head 
to put pressure on opponent’s arm that is in front of his neck.  Place 
the palm of the hand not under opponent’s head on their forehead 
and press down (this stops them from being able to burry their chin 
and protecting their carotid arteries.   

 Sankaku Jime (Blue) (leg triangle choke)—from modified Kata-
Gatame (scarf hold position , only instead of far arm being behind 
the opponent’s head, place it on the bicep of opponent’s far arm, 
keeping his arm and shoulder pinned down)  grab opponent’s near 
side wrist and push it down over your leg nearest to his head.  Throw 
your far leg over his head, planting it on the ground on the far side of  
opponent’s head.  Scoop opponents head from the far side of 
opponent’s head using the arm that was controlling opponent’s near 
side wrist.  Slip leg behind opponents head and hooking the bend of 
your knee behind opponent’s head.  Hook that foot in the crook of 
your other knee and lock in the inverted leg triangle. 

 
No Gi chokes and strangles from Kesa-Gatame (side mount) 

 Yoko Hadaka Jime (Blue) (side naked choke)—from side mount with 
bonus head control clasp hands with Gable grip having the arm 
under the head, palm down.  Hands should be clasped on top of 
opponent’s far side shoulder.  Rotate hands so that they are in front 
of the opponent’s neck with the elbow of the palm-up arm over 
opponent’s near shoulder.  Post the leg nearest opponent’s head for 
stability, apply combination neck crank choke prying opponents 
head up and twisting. (Adult) 

 Cobra Choke (Blue)—from side mount with bonus head control, work 
opponent’s nearside arm in front of the opponents face, towards the 
ground on the far side of opponent’s head.  Grab opponent’s wrist 
with the arm that has head control.  Fish your free arm under 
opponent’s arm and on the near side of the opponent’s head. Grasp  
your own bicep of the arm under  the opponent’s head. Squeeze 
arms together in similar manner as with kata-garame. (Adult) 

 
No Gi Chokes and strangles from Tate Shiho Gatame (Full mount) 
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 Mae Hadaka Jimi (Green) (front naked choke)—from full mount, fish 
your arm around opponents head behind the back of their neck. 
Grasp bicep of other arm with palm of hand under neck facing down.  
Fish arm not under the neck over the neck of opponent and grasp 
bicep of arm under opponent’s neck. (Kid Blue Belt) 

 
 

Kansetsu Waza 
(Joint locks  and breaks) 

 
 

Wrist locks 
Nikyo (Brown) (2nd immobilizing technique)—turn opponents palm do that 
it is facing out.  Bend opponent’s elbow and wrist so that the opponent’s 
arm makes a “Z” shape when viewed from above.  With a cross grab, grab 
around the opponent’s hand with the palm of your hand against the back 
side of his hand and your and the opponent’s thumbs facing the same 
direction.  Keep pressure on the hand keeping the wrist bent and rotate 
your  hand upwards towards opponents head.  Place your free hand on the 
opponent’s elbow and push down. (Adult) 
 
Sankyo (Brown) (3rd immobilizing technique)—start with opponent’s arm 
facing forward and palm facing inside.  Bend opponent’s hand back so that 
the arm is still facing forward and the palm is facing forward.  Grab the 
hand with a same side grip reaching from underneath their arm.  Your palm 
is against the back of the opponent’s hand and your thumb faces the same 
direction as the opponent’s thumb.  Rotate your wrist towards the 
opponent’s feet and place your free arm on the opponent’s elbow to 
prevent them from releasing pressure or elbow striking you.  (Adult) 
 
Kote Gaeshi (Brown) (outside wrist turn)—place both hands on, palm down 
on the back of the opponent’s hand.  Your thumbs should be pressing 
against the  center of the knuckle of the opponent’s middle finger.  Your 
fingers should be curved around the sides of the opponent’s hands with 
the finger tips against the opponent’s palm.  Keeping their hand at about 
the height of your belt, turn their wrist to their outside and down.  This 
technique is often done while redirecting their momentum from, in a circle, 
and then back at them. (Adult) 
 
Shiho Nage (Brown) (4-corner throw)—is a combination immobilization and 
projection (throw) technique.  From in front of the opponent, place both 
hands around their wrist.  the hand that has the cross grip should be the 
one higher  up on the opponent’s arm.  Circle the opponents arm  from the 
outside to the inside.  Step with your outside foot to just inside of the 
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opponent’s far foot so that your feet are crossed with the crossing foot 
closed to opponent.  Lower your level by bending your knees and bring the 
opponent’s arm above your head.  Open your hips and turn them back so 
that they are facing back the opposite direction you stepped.  Bring 
opponents arm down to the ground.  This is called the 4-corner throw 
because, when done properly, you can throw your opponent in any 
direction. (Adult) 
 
  
Elbow locks  
Ude Hishigi Juji Gatame (Green) ( Jiji Gatame, cross body arm bar)—from a 
full mount, when opponent extends their arm, trap it with a cross grab 
(your right to their right or your left to their left)  with the same side arm 
grab opponent’s elbow and push it at a 45 degree angle across their body 
and towards their head.  Kneel with the knee down that is on the same side 
of their body as the arm that you have a-hold of.  Your opposite foot should 
be on the ground with your leg bent.  Your toes should face away from 
opponent and your heel should be firmly pressed against the opponent’s 
side or stomach. Shift your weight slightly towards opponent’s feet and 
swing the leg that you are kneeling on around opponent’s head, placing 
your calf or the bend of your knee across opponent’s face or throat.  Keep 
your buttocks as close to opponent’s shoulder as possible.  Sit on your 
buttocks trapping opponent’s arm to your chest.  Lay back keeping control 
of opponent’s arm.  Make sure the Opponent’s thumb is turned away from 
your chest, pointing in the same direction as the Opponent’s chest.  The 
Opponent’s elbow should be towards your thigh or groin.  Pinch your 
knees together to prevent opponent from moving their arm and relieving 
pressure, pull their arm against your chest, and arch your hips.  
 
This technique can be applied with your opponent in your full guard as 
well.  From full guard tram one of your opponent’s hands against your 
chest using a same side grab.  Trap opponents elbow by cupping it with a 
cross grab, fingers pointing towards opponent’s body.  Arch hips slightly 
and pull the elbow and arm across your body.  Release your grip with the 
same side arm and place your hand on the side of opponent’s face pushing 
the opponent’s head in the opposite direction that you are pulling the 
opponent’s elbow.  Bring your leg that is on the same side as the shoulder 
of the arm that you have trapped , up and in front of the opponent’s face.  
Hook the crook of your knee on your opponents neck and your other leg on 
their back.  Curl your legs in bringing opponent close to you and arch your 
hips pulling the opponent’s arm against your chest. 
 
Ude Hishigi Ude Gatame (Green) (straight arm bar)—trap opponent’s arm 
and wrist against you using your head, neck, and shoulder to trap it in 
place.  Take both hands and cup them around the back of your opponents 
arm so that the palms of your hands are against the opponent’s elbow.  
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Pull in with your arms while pushing out with your shoulder.  Concentrate 
your pressure on the pinkie side of your hands that are against his elbow. 
(Kid Blue Belt) 
 
Ude Hishigi Hiza Gatame (Green) (Knee arm bar)—The knee arm bar is 
similar to the cross body arm bar, your opponent is lying face down and 
you are lying on your side.  Pinch the knees together still, but apply the 
pressure against hour knee instead of back against your groin.  Make sure 
that the opponent’s elbow is against the knee that is applying pressure and 
that your arms are pushing against the opponent’s elbow. (Kid Blue Belt) 
 
Standing arm bar 1(Green)—secure opponent’s arm at the wrist with a 
cross grab.  Step beside the opponent with their arm in front of you and 
you facing the same direction as your opponent.  Place the knife-edge of 
your free hand on the triceps of the opponent’s arm, almost all of the way 
in towards their shoulder.  Pull up with the hand that has their wrist and 
push down with the hand on their triceps.  Roll the tricep hand forward 
perpendicular to their tricep.  
 
Standing arm bar 2(Green)—as your opponent has a hold of he lapel of 
your gi or coat, trap their hand in place.  Turn your body so that you are 
facing the same direction that they are facing and their trapped arm is in 
front of you against your chest or shoulder.   Use your shoulder closest to 
your opponent and head as fulcrums against the opponent’s elbow and 
tricep. (Adult)  
 
Standing arm bar 3(Green) (This is actually the aikido/aikijitsu technique, 
Ikkyo)—trap opponent’s wrist with a cross grab, your thumb towards their 
elbow, palm facing down.  Opponents arm can be grabbing your gi/coat, or 
can be free.  Drive opponents wrist towards their same side ear, bending 
their arm in the process.  Use your same side arm to grab the opponent’s 
elbow also pushing it towards the opponent’s ear.  As soon as you sense 
resistance on the opponent’s part wheel around so that you are facing the 
same direction as your opponent and guide them, face down, to the floor in 
a circular motion, or in a straight line in the direction that they are facing. 
(Adult) 
 
Ude Garami (arm entanglement or bent arm locks) 
 Bent down(Green)—Entanglement arm lock with arm bent towards 
opponent’s legs (Kimura) (Kid Blue Belt) 
Bent up(Green)—Entangelment arm lock with arm bent towards opponent’s 
head (Key-lock or Americana) 
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Armpit Arm locks 
 
Ude Hishigi Ude Gatame (Green) (straight arm bar)—from standing 
Ude Hishigi Ude Gatame (Green) (straight arm bar)—from in front of 
opponent  and them on their hands and knees. 
Ude Hishigi Ude Gatame (Green) (straight arm bar)—from behind opponent 
and them on their hands and knees. 
Ude Hishigi Ude Gatame (Green) (straight arm bar)—from scarf hold  
 
Knee Locks 
Knee bar (Green)from within opponent’s guard  
Knee bar (Green) from side mount where opponent blocks moving to full 
mount. (Adult) 
Knee bar (Blue)with knee on belly (Kid Brown Belt) 
 
Ankle locks 
Ankle lock (Blue)with hand on toes(Kid Brown Belt) 
Knee separation (Blue) with leg through(Adult)  
Heel hook(Brown) (Adult) 
 
 

 ESCRIMA 
(Stick and knife fighting) 

 
Stick Requirements 

 White Belt requirements stick 
 Basic 12 strikes 
 High low drills 
 Hand sensitivity (keeping hand on opponent’s stick 

 
 Green Belt  requirements sticks 

 6 count double sticks high 
 6 count low “V”  
 Single stick disarms, one technique per type of strike 
 Lower body blocks 
 Roof block and round block 
 Pattern partner drills  (e.g. high, low, high) 
 1 man stick kata 

 
 Blue Belt requirements 

 Change hands left to right or right to left 
 6 count with 2 high and one low (Kid Brown Belt) 
 Disarm technique into counter technique (Kid Brown Belt) 
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 2 man Kata (Kid Brown Belt) 
 

 Brown Belt requirements 
 Use of punyo off stick attack 
 Choke with stick 
 Hook with stick 
 Flow between ranges 
 Multiple weapon combinations 
 Incorporate punches and kicks with sticks 
 
 

Knife requirements 
 White Belt Requirements 

 Know 4 basic ways to hold single edged knife 
 11 strikes with standard blade down grab 
 11 strikes with standard blade up grab 
 One for one drill 
 Single cut off of #1 attack 
 Single cut off of #2 attack 
 Single cut off of #5 attack 
 Single cut off of #10 attack 

 
 Green Belt Requirements 

 11 strikes with ice pick grip blade facing in 
 11 strikes with ice pick grip blade facing out 
 Basic disarms against #1 attack 
 Basic disarms against #2 attack 
 Basic disarms against #5 attack 
 Basic disarms against #10 attack 
 Double cut off of #1 attack 
 Double cut off of #2 attack 
 Double cut off of #5 attack 
 Double cut off of #10 attack  

 
 Blue Belt requirements 

 2 man kata with knives 
 Basic disarms into finishing techniques 
 

 Brown Belt requirements 
 Full knife fight 
 Multiple weapon knife fighting (two knives, or knife and stick) 
 Knife fight with body weapons (punches, kicks, and throws) 
 Full knife against multiple opponents 
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Terms to know 
Although we also use the English name for most of our terms, it is an 
important part of our history to know the traditional Japanese terms for 
many of the techniques that we use.  It is also important because, if you go 
to a different dojo to work out, they may only use the traditional names for 
the techniques. There are a few root words that are combined to form most 
of the words that we use in this class and most of the techniques we use. 
 
Ashi-------------------------Foot or Leg  
Ashi Garami-------------Entangled Leg lock  
Ashi Gatame-------------Leg Arm lock  
Ashi Guruma------------Foot Wheel or Whirl Throw  
Ashi Waza----------------Foot or Leg Techniques 
Barai / Harai-------------Sweeping action done with the leg 
Dan-------------------------Degree in the Black Belt ranks 
De Ashi Barai-----------Advanced Foot Sweep 
Dojo------------------------Practice hall or home for Japanese martial arts,  
Domo Arigato-----------Thank You 
Gake------------------------Dash hook or break  
Garami---------------------Entangle, twist or entwine  
Gari-------------------------Reaping action done with the leg  
Gatame / Katame------Lock or Hold 
Goshi / Koshi------------Hip or waist 
Guruma--------------------Wheel or Whirl  
Gyaku-----------------------Reverse  
Gyaku Juji Jime---------Reverse Cross Choke 
Hadaka----------------------Bare or naked  
Hadaka Jime--------------Naked or Bare Choke  
Hai----------------------------Yes 
Hajime-----------------------Begin (referees call) 
Happo No Kuzushi-----Formal 8 directions of off balancing  
Hara-------------------------Stomach  
Hara Gatame-------------Stomach Arm lock  
Harai / Barai--------------Sweeping action done with the leg  
Harai Goshi---------------Sweeping Hip Throw  
Harai Goshi Gaeshi----Sweeping Hip Counter Throw  
Harai Tsuri Komi Ashi--Sweeping Lift Pull Foot Throw 
Hidari------------------------Left 
Hiji---------------------------Elbow  
Hiki--------------------------Pull or pulling 
Hiza---------------------------Knee  
Hiza Gatame----------------Knee Arm lock  
Hiza Guruma----------------Knee Wheel or Whirl 
Jigoku Jime------------------Hell Strangle 
Jime / Shime-----------------Choke or strangle 
Ju-------------------------------The principle of gentleness or giving way 
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Juji------------------------------Cross  
Juji Gatame------------------Cross arm lock  
Juji Gatame------------------Cross Arm lock 
Kaeshi / Gaeshi-------------Counter 
Kake----------------------------Execution, part of a judo throw 
Kami Shi Ho Gatame-----Upper Four Corners Hold  
Kansetsu Waza-------------Joint locking techniques 
Kata----------------------------Shoulder  
Kata----------------------------Formal pre arranged routine practice  
Kata Gatame----------------Shoulder Hold  
Kata Guruma---------------Shoulder Wheel or Whirl Throw  
Kata Ha Jime---------------Single Shoulder (Wing) Choke  
Kata Juji Jime--------------Single or Half Cross Choke 
Katame / Gatame----------Grappling; Locks and Holds 
Katame Waza---------------Grappling Techniques 
Kesa Gatame---------------Scarf Hold  
Ki-------------------------------Internal force or spiritual energy 
Kibisu Gaeshi--------------Heel Trip Throw 
Ko-----------------------------Minor, little or small 
Ko Soto Gake-------------Minor Outer Hooking Throw  
Ko Soto Gari--------------Minor Outer Reaping Throw  
Ko Uchi Gaeshi----------Minor Inner Reaping Counter Throw  
Ko Uchi Gari--------------Minor Inner Reaping Throw 
Koho Ukemi---------------Falling methods to the rear 
Komi-------------------------Pull or pulling  
Koshi /Goshi--------------Hip or waist  
Koshi Guruma------------Hip Wheel or Whirl Throw  
Koshi Waza----------------Hip or waist techniques 
Kubi--------------------------Neck  
Kuchiki Taoshi-----------Dead Tree Drop Throw  
Mae---------------------------Forward or Front  
Mae Ukemi-----------------Forward Falling  
Maitta------------------------I surrender  
Maki Komi-----------------Winding Throw to the mat 
Mannaka--------------------Center 
Mata / Momo---------------Thigh 
Matte------------------------Stop (referee's call)  
Migi--------------------------Right 
Momo / Mata--------------Thigh  
Morote / Moryote--------Both hands or arms  
Morote Gari---------Two Hand Reaping Throw 
Nage-------------------Throw 
Nage Waza----------Throwing techniques 
Nai----------------------No 
Nami-------------------Normal  
Nami Juji Jime-----Normal Cross Choke 
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Ne Waza--------------Techniques from a supine position 
O------------------------Major, great, big or large  
O Goshi--------------Major Hip Throw  
O Guruma-----------Major Wheel or Whirl  
O Soto Gaeshi-----Major Outer Counter Throw  
O Soto Gari---------Major Outer Reaping Throw  
O Soto Guruma---Major Outer Wheel or Whirl Throw  
O Soto Maki Komi--Major Outer Winding Throw  
O Soto Otoshi-----Major Outer Drop Throw  
O Uchi Gaeshi-----Major Inner Counter Throw  
O Uchi Gari----------Major Inner Reaping Throw  
Obi----------------------Belt  
Obi Otoshi------------Belt Drop Throw 
Okuri Eri Jime-------Sliding Lapel Choke 
Osae Komi Waza---Holding or pinning techniques 
Otoshi------------------Drop 
Randori----------------Free practice (sparring)  
Rei----------------------Bow (command) 
Ryote------------------Double handed  
Ryote Jime----------Two Handed Choke 
Sankaku-------------Triangular  
Sankaku Jime-----Triangular Choke 
Seiza------------------Sitting on the knees 
Sensei----------------Teacher, Instructor  
Seoi Nage-----------Shoulder Throw  
Seoi Otoshi---------Shoulder Drop Throw 
Shi Ho----------------Four corners (as in a hold down)  
Shiai------------------Tournament 
Shime / Jime-------Choke or strangle  
Shime Waza--------Choking techniques 
Sode-------------------Sleeve  
Sode Guruma Jime--Sleeve Wheel Choke  
Soto-------------------Outside or Outer  
Soto Maki Komi---Outer Winding Throw 
Sukui Nage---------Scooping Throw  
Sumi------------------Corner  
Sumi Gaeshi-------Corner Reversal Throw  
Sutemi----------------Sacrifice  
Sutemi Waz--------Sacrifice throwing techniques (by falling on one's back or   
                               side) 
Tachi Waza--------Standing throwing techniques  
Tai--------------------Body  
Tai Otoshi---------Body Drop Throw 
Tai Sabaki---------Body pivoting 
Tani Otoshi--------Valley Drop Throw  
Tatami---------------Straw mats  
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Tate-------------------Straddle or verticle  
Tate Shi Ho Gatame--Straddling Four Corners Hold  
Te-----------------------Hand  
Te Waza---------------Hand techniques 
Tokui Waza----------Favorite or best technique  
Tomoe----------------Circle  
Tomoe Nage--------Circle Throw  
Tori---------------------Person performing the technique 
Tsukuri----------------Entry, part of a judo throw 
Tsuri--------------------Lift or lifting  
Tsuri Goshi----------Lifting Hip Throw  
Tsuri Komi-----------Lift pull or lifting pulling action  
Tsuri Komi Goshi--Lift Pull Hip Throw  
Tsuri Komi Jime----Thrust Choke  
Tsuri Te----------------Power or drawing hand, lifting hand(usually the lapel  
                                  hand)   
Uchi----------------------Inner or Inside  
Uchi Komi--------------Repetition attack practice with a  partner without  
                                   throwing  
Uchi Maki Komi-------Inner Winding Throw  
Uchi Mata----------------Inner Thigh Throw  
Uchi Mata Gaeshi-----Inner Thigh Counter Throw  
Uchi Mata Maki Kom--Inner Thigh Winding Throw 
Ude--------------------------Arm  
Ude Garami--------------Arm entanglement  
Ude Gatame-------------Normal Arm lock  
Uke--------------------------Person receiving the technique  
Ukemi--------------------Falling methods or ways  
Uki------------------------Float or Floating  
Uki Gatame------------Floating Hold  
Uki Goshi---------------Floating Hip Throw  
Uki Otoshi--------------Floating Drop  
Uki Waza  Floating---Technique Throw  
Ura-------------------------Reverse side, back  
Ura Nage-----------------Back Throw  
Ushiro---------------------Rear, Back or backward  
Ushiro Goshi------------Rear Hip Throw  
Ushiro Kesa Gatame---Reverse Scarf Hold 
Ushiro Ukemi-------------Backward falling 
Wake------------------------Armpit  
Waki Gatame--------------Armpit Arm lock  
Waza--------------------------Technique 
Yoko---------------------------Side 
Yoko Guruma--------------Side Wheel or Whirl Throw  
Yoko Otoshi----------------Side Drop Throw  
Yoko Shi Ho Gatame----Side Four Corners Hold  
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Yoko Sutemi Waza--------Side sacrifice techniques  
Yoko Ukemi------------------Side falling  
Yoko Wakare----------------Side Separation Throw 
Za Rei--------------------------Kneeling bow  
Zempo Kaiten Ukemi-----Forward rolling falling   
 
Counting: 
Ichi------------------------------1 
Ni--------------------------------2 
San------------------------------3 
Shi-------------------------------4 
Go--------------------------------5 
Roku-----------------------------6 
Schichi--------------------------7 
Hachi-----------------------------8 
Kyu--------------------------------9 
Ju----------------------------------10 
Ju ich------------------------------11 
Ni ju-------------------------------20 
San ju-----------------------------30 


